Dosimetric assessment and characterisation of the neutron field around a Howitzer container using a Bonner sphere spectrometer, Monte Carlo simulations and the NSDann and NSDUAZ unfolding codes.
The Neutron Measurements Laboratory at the Nuclear Engineering Department of the Polytechnic University of Madrid consists of a bunker-like room and was built for neutron dosimetry research purposes and measurements. The facility includes a 74-GBq ²⁴¹Am-Be neutron source placed inside a neutron Howitzer container. The source can be moved to the irradiation or to the storage position. In this work, a Bonner sphere spectrometer (BSS) was used to measure the neutron fluence spectra with the source in both positions. Ambient dose equivalent rates, *(10), were measured using a calibrated neutron area monitor LB6411 (Berthold). The measured count rates were used as input to the NSDann and NSDUAZ unfolding programs to obtain the neutron fluence spectra and *(10). Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods were used to model the system and to calculate the neutron fluence rate and the ambient dose equivalent rate at the measurement points. The comparison between NSDUAZ and NSDann resulted in relative deviations up to 6.87 % in the total neutron fluence rate and 7.18 % in *(10) values, despite the differences in the shape of the spectra obtained for the irradiation position. Comparing with the measured values, the *(10) values obtained with the unfolding programs exhibit a maximum relative deviation of 12.19 %. Taking into account the associated uncertainties, MC simulations seem to be in reasonable agreement with measurements. A maximum relative deviation of 15.65 % between computed and measured *(10) values was obtained. The computed count rates were applied to the unfolding programs to calculate the total neutron fluence rate and a maximum deviation of 12.83 % was obtained between the original values calculated by NSDann. A sensitivity test showed that the NSDann unfolding program is very sensitive to the uncertainties of the BSS count rates.